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Abstract
This paper presents a new integral approximation of frictional contact problems under finite
deformations and large sliding. Similar to other augmented Lagrangian based formulations,
the proposed method expresses impenetrability, friction and the relevant complementarity
conditions as a non-smooth equation, consistently linearized and incorporated in a generalized
Newton solution process. However, instead of enforcing the non-smooth complementarity
equation in the already discretized system, a corresponding weak formulation in the continuous
setting is considered and discretized through a standard Galerkin procedure. Such an integral
handling of the contact and friction complementarity conditions, applied previously only to
frictional contact problems under small deformations, is extended in the present paper to
contact with Coulomb friction between solids undergoing large deformations. In total, the
proposed method is relatively simple to implement, while its robustness is illustrated through
numerical examples in two and three dimensions.
Keywords: frictional contact, large sliding contact, finite element, non-smooth complemen-
tarity equation, generalized Newton.
1 Introduction
Numerical modeling of frictional contact between solids undergoing large deformations is a chal-
lenging task, mainly because it involves complex geometrical and mechanical quantities that
depend on an a priori unknown mapping between the surfaces in contact. Despite the multitude
of very elaborate methods, proposed for solving this problem, there is still a demand for improved
robustness and simpler software implementation.
Although an exhaustive review of the field would be difficult, most methods that can represent
frictional contact between deformable bodies under large deformations fall under the following
categories:
1) Node-to-segment methods [15], possibly enhanced with smoothing techniques [20].
2) Mortar methods [8], possibly in combination with definition of contact segments [21].
3) Contact domain methods [10, 18, 29] and intermediate surface methods [16].
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Node-to-segment and mortar methods normally represent asymmetric formulations, in the
sense that the surfaces in contact are treated differently by distinguishing between a master (or
mortar or target) and a slave (or non-mortar or contactor) surface. On the contrary, contact
domain and intermediate surface methods are by their nature symmetric, hence they are intrinsi-
cally applicable to cases like self-contact and simultaneous contact between more than two solids,
where asymmetric formulations usually require special treatment. Their main drawback is that
for an arbitrary three dimensional geometry, triangulation of a contact domain or definition of an
intermediate surface can be complex or not even guaranteed. The here proposed approximation
is comparable to the mortar methods presented in [8] and [25], in the sense that it relies on the
available discretization of the slave surface for performing numerical integration of all relevant
contact terms.
Especially in the context of large deformations, the mapping between the surfaces in contact
is an important component in formulating a numerical approximation of the frictional contact
problem. Node-to-segment methods traditionally map points of the slave surface to their closest
point projection onto the master surface. Hence, the master surface normals govern the definition
of a gap function and its kinematics, presented in detail in [15]. This classical mapping will in
the following be simply referred to as the projection strategy. A different approach for defining
a mapping between the slave and master surfaces is to find the closest intersection with the
master surface along the slave surface normals. This mapping which is more common for mortar
methods, will in the following be referred to as the ray-tracing strategy.
Specifically referring to mortar methods for contact under large deformations, the formulations
presented for instance in [8, 13] employ the classical projection approach, while [21, 30, 25, 9]
present formulations that rely on the ray-tracing strategy. Other occurrences of the ray-tracing
strategy can be found in [26] as a contact search method as well as in connection to contact
problems under small deformations, for instance, in the segment-to-segment approach presented
in [31] and in the Nitsche formulation introduced in [28]. The approach followed in the present
paper relies on the ray-tracing strategy for deriving a contact formulation not depending on the
curvature of the master surface with an optimality system which is not discontinuous across mesh
edges or vertices, without requiring any smoothing technique.
Another crucial component in the numerical treatment of contact problems is the method
for enforcing contact and friction conditions. Apart from the classical penalty method with its
well known accuracy limitations, alternative approaches introduce multipliers for dealing with
inequality and complementarity constraints, for instance, in the context of an augmented La-
grangian or interior point formulation. The unknown displacement and multiplier fields can be
determined iteratively based on different fixed point techniques [14], including the very popular
Uzawa method proposed in [23]. Alternatively, the generalized (or semi-smooth) Newton algo-
rithm can be applied to the full system of equations including both displacements and multipliers
[1, 22] or equivalently the solution can be based on a primal-dual active set strategy [12].
One implication related to transitioning from penalty to Lagrange multiplier based formula-
tions in the context of mortar methods, concerns the discretization of complementarity conditions.
As discussed in detail in [7], penalty formulations in mortar methods permit an integral enforce-
ment of the contact complementarity condition by evaluating it at quadrature points. On the
contrary, Lagrange multiplier based mortar methods evaluate contact and friction complemen-
tarity conditions with respect to nodal values of the Lagrange multiplier and weighted gap or slip
values [7, 9]. This kind of discrete enforcement of complementarity conditions has two important
consequences:
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a) The Lagrange multiplier field can only be approximated through Lagrange elements, so that
finite element nodal values can be used in the evaluation of complementarity conditions.
b) Each finite element node of the Lagrange multiplier can be associated to either the active
or the inactive set of a complementarity condition. Intermediate states cannot be approxi-
mated adequately even if the number of quadrature points is increased.
The main characteristic of the here proposed method is an integral approximation of the con-
tact and friction complementarity conditions in the context of an augmented Lagrangian formula-
tion. Impenetrability, Coulomb friction stress threshold and the corresponding complementarity
conditions are expressed as a semi-smooth equation in the continuous space, incorporated in the
weak formulation of the problem and discretized according to a standard Galerkin procedure.
Very few occurrences of such an integral approach can be found in the computational contact
mechanics literature. To the authors’ knowledge, the fundamental idea of an integral enforcement
of a complementarity equation, capturing all contact and friction conditions, was originally pro-
posed in [6]. Nevertheless, the actual implementation included in [6] is a nodal one. References
[14] and [22] deal with integral strategies which are comparable to the one to be presented here.
These works are limited, however, to the small deformations setting.
The proposed method, apart from representing a mathematically rigorous approximation,
has the advantage that it does not require to prescribe constraints on the discretized Lagrange
multiplier any longer, like for instance negativity of the contact pressure and a Coulomb threshold
on the friction stress. The full set of contact, friction and complementarity constraints are already
included in the weak formulation. As an interesting consequence, the formulation is independent
of the finite element methods chosen to approximate the displacements and Lagrange multiplier
fields. This characteristic offers the possibility of combining the proposed formulation, in the
future, with less common approximations than the classical Lagrange finite elements, like for
instance C1 continuous Hermite and enriched finite elements as well as isogeometric analysis
approximations of contact under large deformations, like [4, 24].
The paper is organized in nine sections. Following this introduction, Section 2 presents the
basic problem setting and some notation conventions. Section 3 provides a comparison between
the classical projection and ray-tracing strategies. Section 4 presents the weak formulation of the
frictionless case along with some comments about discontinuities in the contexts of the projection
and ray-tracing strategies. Sections 5 and 6 respectively describe the proposed weak formulation
and finite element approximation for frictional contact, while Section 7 gives some implementation
details. Section 8 presents numerical results and Section 9 concludes the paper.
2 Problem setting and notations
Let Ω ⊂ Rd denote the reference configuration of a deformable solid in a space of dimension d = 2
or 3, where Ω may either be connected or consist of more than one connected components like for
instance shown in Fig. 1. A deformed configuration of the considered solid can be defined through
a transformation ϕ which maps any point X of the reference configuration to a new point x:
ϕ : Ω −→ Rd
X 7−→ x = ϕ(X) ,
and is often written in terms of the displacement u relatively to the reference configuration as:
ϕ(X) = X + u(X) .
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In the deformed configuration Ωt, at time t, different portions of the boundary ∂Ω of Ω may
come into contact and interact with each other. In order to express this interaction mathemati-
cally, it is convenient to consider part of ∂Ω as a slave (or contactor) surface ΓS and some other
part as master (or target) surface ΓM . Slave and master surfaces have to be defined in such a
way that the corresponding surfaces ΓSt and Γ
M
t in the deformed configuration are likely to form
a contact pair. A non-penetration condition between ΓSt and Γ
M
t can be expressed with the help
of quantities defined in Table 1 and illustrated in Fig. 1. Recall that surface points X, Y , x and
y are of dimension d as well as the corresponding normal vectors NX , NY , nx and ny, while the
deformation gradient F, the identity matrix I and the projection operator Tn are d× d matrices.
.
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Figure 1: Contact interface quantities in reference and deformed configurations.
Deformation of the solid can be considered either in equilibrium or as part of a quasi-static
evolution. Since the choice of a constitutive law is not central in the description of the proposed
contact approximation, we will simply denote the global potential energy by J(ϕ), without going
into details about the different possible terms that may constitute this energy. As an example, if
simple equilibrium under a gravity force is considered, the potential energy can have the form:
J(ϕ) =
∫
Ω
W (ϕ(X)) dX −
∫
Ω
ρ g ϕ(X) dX ,
where W is the potential of a hyper-elastic constitutive law, ρ is the density in the reference con-
figuration and g is the gravity acceleration vector. Of course, additional terms such as boundary
loads, can be considered as well.
Dirichlet conditions can also be prescribed, for instance, by constraining the displacements
as well as the test functions of the weak formulation accordingly. For the sake of simplicity, the
treatment of Dirichlet conditions will be omitted in the following.
Moreover, some special notation will help to simplify the mathematical presentation. The
directional derivative of a quantity A with respect to the deformation ϕ, at a point x of the
deformed configuration and in direction δu will be denoted by DA(x)[δu] or even by DA[δu] if
the argument of the quantity A is not ambiguous. The directional derivative is defined as:
DA(x)[δu] = lim
ε→0
A(x+ ε δu)−A(x)
ε
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Table 1: Basic definitions.
Expression Description
Ω Reference configuration
ΓS ⊂ ∂Ω Slave (or contactor) surface
ΓM ⊂ ∂Ω Master (or target) surface
Ωt = ϕ(Ω) Deformed configuration (at time t)
ΓSt = ϕ(Γ
S) Slave surface in the deformed configuration
ΓMt = ϕ(Γ
M ) Master surface in the deformed configuration
X ∈ ΓS Generic point on surface ΓS
x = ϕ(X) Point on surface ΓSt corresponding to X
y
Point on surface ΓMt that is mapped to
point x of surface ΓSt
Y : y = ϕ(Y ) Point on surface ΓM corresponding to y
FX = ∇ϕ(X) Deformation gradient at point X
FY = ∇ϕ(Y ) Deformation gradient at point Y
NX Unit outward normal vector to Γ
S at X
NY Unit outward normal vector to Γ
M at Y
nx =
F−TX NX
‖F−TX NX‖
Unit outward normal vector to ΓSt at x
ny Unit outward normal vector to Γ
M
t at y
Tn = I− n⊗ n
Projection operator onto the tangent
plane corresponding to normal vector n,
where n can be e.g. nx or ny
when this limit exists.
Some further notation to be used is the negative part operator [·]− , defined as:
[x]− =
{
−x if x ≤ 0 ,
0 if x > 0 .
3 Ray-tracing instead of projection
In the problem setting presented above, it is assumed that a point x of the deformed slave surface
can be mapped to a point y of the deformed master surface, so that y either coincides with x
or is expected to coincide with it as soon as contact occurs. Regarding this mapping, there are
basically two possibilities, illustrated in Fig. 2. The most classic strategy is to define y as the
closest point projection of x onto the deformed master surface ΓMt , like shown in Fig. 2(a). An
alternative strategy, corresponding to Fig. 2(b), is to define y as the closest intersection of the
master surface ΓMt with the line passing through point x and having direction vector nx. The
latter strategy, which can be referred to as ray-tracing, will be used in the present paper for
defining the mapping between slave and master surfaces and the corresponding gap function.
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(a) Projection strategy (b) Ray-tracing strategy
Figure 2: Comparison between projection and ray-tracing strategies.
The two strategies are in fact closely related since the orthogonality of nx to the slave surface
implies that in the ray-tracing strategy, point x is the projection of y on the deformed slave surface
ΓSt . For this reason, this strategy can also be characterized as an inverse projection. The main
motivation for using it instead of the classical projection is for achieving a simpler expression for
the weak formulation, due to the fact that the unit normal vector nx has a simpler derivative
than ny.
Contact kinematics are actually for both methods very similar. In order to make similarities
and differences easier to recognize, the most important equations for both ray-tracing and pro-
jection are presented in parallel, with quantities referring to the projection method identified by
an additional hat symbol.
Gap functions corresponding to ray-tracing and projection with respect to a point x(X) or
xˆ(Xˆ) are respectively defined by:
g = nx · (y − x) , (1)
gˆ = nˆy · (xˆ− yˆ) , (2)
with these scalar expressions being based on the corresponding vector relations:
y = x+ g nx , (3)
yˆ = xˆ− gˆ nˆy , (4)
where g and gˆ are determined by the additional condition that y or yˆ lie on the deformed sur-
face ΓMt .
For obtaining and linearizing a weak formulation representing the non-penetration condition,
not only the definition of a gap function is required, but also the directional derivatives of all
quantities involved in Eqs. (3) and (4) with respect to the current deformation ϕ in a virtual
direction δu. With X or Xˆ considered as the independent variable, the directional derivatives
of x or xˆ and nx are straightforward to determine, whether corresponding quantities at point y
are difficult to evaluate. This is because y depends on both deformation ϕ and coordinate Y ,
with the latter depending on ϕ itself and having its own directional derivative DY [δu]. As a
consequence, the directional derivatives of y and yˆ with respect to ϕ can be written as:
Dy[δu] = δu(Y ) + FY DY [δu] , (5)
Dyˆ[δu] = δu(Yˆ ) + FˆY DYˆ [δu] , (6)
with DY [δu] and DYˆ [δu] being tangential to ΓM , so that FY DY [δu] and FˆY DYˆ [δu] are also
tangential to the deformed surface ΓMt , which means:
ny · FY DY [δu] = nˆy · FˆY DYˆ [δu] = 0 . (7)
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Alternative expressions about the directional derivatives of y and yˆ can be obtained from Eqs. (3)
and (4) as:
Dy[δu] = δu(X) +Dg[δu] nx + g Dnx[δu] , (8)
Dyˆ[δu] = δu(Xˆ)−Dgˆ[δu] nˆy − gˆ Dnˆy[δu] . (9)
Assuming sufficient regularity, the directional derivatives of the gap functions can be written
after combining Eqs. (5) and (8) or Eqs. (6) and (9), multiplying respectively by ny or nˆy and
exploiting Eq. (7), as:
Dg[δu] = −
ny
nx · ny
· (δu(X)− δu(Y ) + g Dnx[δu]) , (10)
Dgˆ[δu] = nˆy ·
(
δu(Xˆ)− δu(Yˆ )
)
. (11)
The simpler expression in the case of projection is due to the fact that nˆy · Dnˆy[δu] = 0, but
no similar relation can be utilized in case of ray-tracing. The directional derivative of the unit
normal vector nx in Eq. (10) is given by:
Dnx[δu] = −TnxF
−T
X ∇δu
T (X)nx . (12)
At this point, despite the more complex expression obtained for Dg[δu], the basic kinematic
analysis of ray-tracing can be considered as completed. Substituting Eqs. (10) and (12) into
Eq. (8) permits evaluation of Dy[δu] while Eq. (5) can be used in a further step for evaluating
DY [δu] as:
DY [δu] = F−1Y
(
I−
nx ⊗ ny
nx · ny
)(
δu(X)− δu(Y )− gF−TX ∇δu
T (X)nx
)
. (13)
In the case of the projection strategy, Eq. (9) cannot be evaluated yet, since there is no closed
form expression for Dnˆy[δu] similar to Eq. (12). Apart from a term similar to Eq. (12), Dnˆy[δu]
involves DYˆ [δu] and the curvature of the deformed master surface ΓMt at point yˆ. With such an
expression and combining Eqs. (6) and (9), it is possible to determine DYˆ [δu] and consequently
also Dyˆ[δu] as described in detail, for instance, in [15, 27, 13].
From a computational viewpoint, ray-tracing allows a more efficient algorithm implementation
than projection. The intersection equation for determining point Y in ray-tracing is:
(ϕ(Y )− ϕ(X)) · ti(X) = 0 , (14)
while the projection equation for specifying point Yˆ is:
(ϕ(Yˆ )− ϕ(Xˆ)) · tˆi(Yˆ ) = 0 , (15)
where vectors ti and tˆi, for i = 1, ... d − 1, form orthonormal bases of the planes tangent to nx
and nˆy respectively. After expressing Y through d − 1 coordinates on an element face of the
discretized body, applying Newton’s method for solving Eq. (14) is straightforward and efficient
since its tangent system only involves FY . The tangent system of Eq. (15) additionally involves
the nonlinearity between the tangent basis vectors and the unknown Yˆ .
Moreover, there are generally less special cases to treat when dealing with ray-tracing rather
than projection. The probability to come across a non regular point, like a corner of the geometry
or simply an element boundary, is negligible for the ray-tracing strategy while it is very frequent
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for the projection. Fig. 3(a), illustrates how the projection from a significant portion of the slave
surface can be somehow attracted by convex non-regular points, complicating the definition of nˆy.
The probability that a ray-traced point y in Fig. 3(b) falls on a non-regular point is negligible.
ΓMt
xˆ
yˆ
ΓSt
.
ΓStx
ΓMt
y
.
(a) Projection strategy (b) Ray-tracing strategy
Figure 3: Set of slave points xˆ projected onto a convex non-regular point yˆ (a). Negligible
probability of a ray-traced point y falling on a non-regular point (b).
4 A weak formulation for frictionless contact
In this section, a weak formulation for frictionless contact is obtained, which will be extended to
frictional contact in Section 5.
As described above, ray-tracing can be used for mapping a point x = ϕ(X) on ΓSt to a point
y on ΓMt . Let us then denote by Γ
S
c ⊂ Γ
S the set of points X in the reference configuration,
for which such mapping exists. Force equilibrium of the considered elastic body, including the
possibility of frictionless contact between master and slave surfaces, can be represented by the
saddle point of the following Lagrangian:
L (ϕ, λ
N
) = J(ϕ) +
∫
ΓSc
λ
N
(X) g(X) dΓ, (16)
under the constraint λ
N
≤ 0, where λ
N
: ΓS → R is the Lagrange multiplier corresponding to the
constraint g ≥ 0. The multiplier λ
N
expresses force density in the reference configuration and
combined with the unit normal nx in the deformed configuration, it expresses contact stress in
the sense of the 1st Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor.
Omitting argument X from quantities λ
N
and g for the sake of brevity, the optimality system
of the Lagrangian function L can be expressed in the following weak form:

DJ(ϕ)[δu] +
∫
ΓSc
λ
N
Dg[δu] dΓ = 0 ∀δu ,∫
ΓSc
(λ
N
− δλ
N
) g dΓ ≥ 0 ∀δλ
N
≤ 0 ,
(17)
still under the constraint λ
N
≤ 0. An unconstrained formulation can be derived based on the
Alart-Curnier augmented Lagrangian (see [1]), adapted to our case as:
Lr(ϕ, λN ) = J(ϕ) +
1
2r
∫
ΓSc
[λ
N
+ r g]2
−
− λ2
N
dΓ (18)
where r > 0 is the augmentation parameter. Note that use of Lr does not represent an approxima-
tion or a penalization of the contact condition. In the continuous setting and neglecting regularity
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issues, both Lagrangian functions Lr and L have the same saddle point. The optimality system
of Lr is the following:

DJ(ϕ)[δu]−
∫
ΓSc
[λ
N
+ r g]− Dg[δu] dΓ = 0 ∀ δu ,
−
1
r
∫
ΓSc
(
λ
N
+ [λ
N
+ r g]−
)
δλ
N
dΓ = 0 ∀ δλ
N
.
(19)
The advantage of using the Alart-Curnier augmented Lagrangian is that System (19) does
not involve inequality constraints. Additionally, the choice of expressing System (19) as a weak
formulation both with respect to the deformation ϕ and the multiplier λ
N
, offers flexibility re-
garding its discretization. If one would alternatively choose to define Lr with respect to a nodal
or element-wise weighted discrete version of the gap g, as it is very common, the second equation
in System (19) would be replaced by an expression resembling:
∫
ΓSc
λ
N
δλ
N
dΓ +
[∫
ΓSc
λ
N
δλ
N
dΓ + r
∫
ΓSc
g δλ
N
dΓ
]
−
= 0 , (20)
for a chosen set of test functions δλ
N
depending on the discretization. Eq. (20) is consistent with
the second equation in System (19) only in the case of a nodal approximation, where δλ
N
are
Dirac delta functions. In the case of mortar approximations, Eq. (20), apart from not representing
accurately the underlying continuous equation, it also poses limitations to the choice of test
functions δλ
N
. These have to be chosen so that the two types of integrals appearing in Eq. (20)
represent discrete multipliers and weighted gaps respectively.
Nevertheless, the first equation of System (19) poses some significant difficulties. The master
surface unit normal vector ny, which appears in Dg[δu] through Eq. (10), is not even continuous
with respect to x = ϕ(X). As illustrated in Fig. 4(a), when a point of the slave surface slides
across a corner or element boundary on the master surface, a jump in the normal vector ny
may occur for both ray-tracing and projection strategies. Such a discontinuity is an obstacle for
obtaining the tangent of the optimality system (19) in order to apply Newton’s algorithm and
can result to poor convergence.
.
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(a) Discontinuity of ny (b) No corresponding point y found
Figure 4: Possible discontinuities of ny with respect to x.
In order to circumvent this difficulty, we remark that at any point of the slave surface, either
contact occurs so that ny = −nx, or contact does not occur so that [λN + r g]− vanishes. This
means that, remaining consistent, the term
ny
nx · ny
that would appear in the optimality system
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due to Dg[δu] can be simply replaced by nx. Remarking additionally that nx · Dnx[δu] = 0,
substitution of Eq. (10) into Eq. (19) leads to the following simplified system:

DJ(ϕ)[δu]−
∫
ΓSc
[λ
N
+ r g]− nx · (δu(X)− δu(Y )) dΓ = 0 ∀ δu ,
−
1
r
∫
ΓSc
(
λ
N
+ [λ
N
+ r g]−
)
δλ
N
dΓ = 0 ∀ δλ
N
,
(21)
with the actual advantage that it involves only the unit normal vector nx, which is differentiable
with respect to the deformation, see Eq. (12).
Optionally, the second line of System (21) can be exploited for replacing the term [λ
N
+ r g]−
in the first line of System (21) with −λ
N
, resulting to the following simpler but non-symmetric
system: 

DJ(ϕ)[δu]−
∫
ΓSc
λ
N
nx · (δu(X)− δu(Y )) dΓ = 0 ∀ δu ,
−
1
r
∫
ΓSc
(
λ
N
+ [λ
N
+ r g]−
)
δλ
N
dΓ = 0 ∀ δλ
N
.
(22)
Regarding the lack of symmetry in System (22), numerical tests in [22] showed that, at least
under small deformations, non-symmetric formulations do not necessarily perform worse in terms
of Newton’s iterations than symmetric ones. Note also that action-reaction Newton’s law is
obviously satisfied in (22).
A possible discontinuity which can still affect the solution of System (22) is shown in Fig. 4(b).
In that case, after a point x of the slave surface passes the corner of the master surface, ray-tracing
or projection will fail to find a corresponding point y on the master surface. Hence, the considered
point X in the reference configuration is no longer within ΓSc . This remaining discontinuity in
the system is difficult to avoid since the real contact stress is in this case indeed discontinuous.
As a conclusion, the obtained system (22) is relatively simple, avoids the great majority
of pathological discontinuities with respect to the deformation and does not include inequality
constraints. The price for this simplicity and regularity is a certain loss of symmetry.
5 A weak formulation for contact with Coulomb friction
In the presence of friction, normal and tangential stresses in the contact interface are coupled
through the sliding velocity vector. This means that friction normally applies to transient prob-
lems, although there are also static equilibrium cases that have a physical sense. In order to
extend our contact formulation to Coulomb friction, a quasi-static process will be considered
with J(ϕ) still representing the total potential energy and v(X) denoting the relative velocity at
a point X in the contact interface.
The frame indifferent definition of v(X) described in [3], adapted to ray-tracing and the
current notation reads:
v(X) = ϕ˙(X)− ϕ˙(Y ) + g n˙x = FY Y˙ − g˙ nx , (23)
with dotted quantities representing time derivatives. In this paper, time discretization is based
on a backward Euler approximation of the first expression in Eq. (23) which reads:
v(X) =
1
∆t
(ϕ(X)− ϕ(Y ) + g nx)−
1
∆t
(ϕ0(X)− ϕ0(Y ) + g nx0) , (24)
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where ϕ0 and nx0 are respectively the deformation and the slave surface normal at the previous
time step. Eq. (24) can be then simplified further, based on Eq. (3), as following:
v(X) = −
1
∆t
(ϕ0(X)− ϕ0(Y ) + g nx0) . (25)
It should be underlined here that the mapping between points X and Y appearing in Eq. (25)
corresponds to the current deformation ϕ and not the deformation ϕ0 at the previous time step.
Contact with Coulomb friction cannot be represented by the saddle point of a Lagrangian
function similar to (18). This is possible only for Tresca friction, where there is no coupling
between normal and tangential stresses in the contact interface. Among others, references [1, 22]
obtain an unconstrained system corresponding to (22) for Coulomb friction by modifying appro-
priately the optimality system of a Lagrangian function representing Tresca friction. One result of
this treatment is that impenetrability, Coulomb friction as well as the relevant complementarity
conditions can be expressed through a non-smooth equality condition:
C(λ, g, v, n) = 0, (26)
with C defined according to the notation followed in the current paper as:
C(λ, g, v, n) = λ+ [λ · n+ r g]− n− PB(n,F [λ·n+r g]− )(λ− r v) , (27)
where F is the Coulomb friction coefficient and λ : ΓSc → R
d is a contact traction similar to
the 1st Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor in continuum mechanics. More specifically, λ represents
force vectors evaluated in the deformed configuration divided by contact areas evaluated in the
reference configuration. Unlike reference [22] where PB(τ) represents a simple ball projection,
here PB(n,τ) is a projection on the ball of radius τ and at the same time onto the tangent plane
defined by the normal n, i.e.:
PB(n,τ)(q) =


Tnq if ‖Tnq‖ ≤ τ ,
τ
Tnq
‖Tnq‖
otherwise.
(28)
Eqs. (26) and (27) form the basis for a series of fixed point strategies found in the literature,
summarized for instance in [14]. Nevertheless, here Eq. (26) will be enforced in an integral sense,
equivalent to the approach presented in the previous section for frictionless contact. For this
purpose, System (22) is extended to include Coulomb friction as following:

DJ(ϕ)[δu]−
∫
ΓSc
λ · (δu(X)− δu(Y )) dΓ = 0 ∀ δu ,
−
1
r
∫
ΓSc
C(λ, g, v, nx) · δλ dΓ = 0 ∀ δλ .
(29)
Note that the non-smooth complementarity function C, defined in (27), expresses Coulomb’s
law on λ which is the contact force density in the reference configuration. The real contact force
density in the deformed configuration is:
λ¯ =
λ
‖F−TX NX‖ det(FX)
. (30)
The fact that Coulomb’s law is not sensitive to the absolute magnitude of the tangential and
normal contact forces allows to express it in the reference configuration. This would not be the
case for more elaborate laws, for instance, when the friction threshold depends nonlinearly on the
contact pressure.
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6 Finite element approximation and tangent system
Reference [22], although restricted to small deformations, it provides a review on different approx-
imations of the frictional contact condition, which are still applicable to the large deformations
setting. One option for solving System (29) numerically, is a nodal approximation of the contact
condition in combination with a Lagrange finite element discretization of the force equilibrium
equation. However, a nodal contact condition involves the unit normal vector nx at finite element
nodes. Except for conformal C1 continuous finite elements, the surface unit normal vector is not
well defined at nodes on the boundary between elements, obliging to work with averaged unit
normals, like for instance in [21]. Although this is not a huge difficulty, the present paper focuses
on an integral approximation of contact and friction conditions in (29), so that, at the discrete
level, the normal vector nx is evaluated at quadrature points on the slave surface, where it is well
defined.
Since System (29) is an unconstrained problem, a standard Galerkin procedure can be applied
by choosing two finite element spaces for the displacements and the contact stress fields. In
particular, it is not necessary to further specify in what sense the normal contact stress is non-
positive or in what sense the Coulomb friction law is fulfilled since it is already taken into account.
Of course, the chosen finite element spaces have to fulfill the Babuska-Brezzi stability condition.
Let V h ⊂ H1(Ω;Rd) and W h ⊂ L2(ΓS ;Rd) be two finite element spaces corresponding to the
displacement and the contact multiplier fields respectively. It is assumed that V h accounts for
any possible Dirichlet condition and that the pair V h,W h satisfies a discrete inf-sup condition,
as explained for instance in [5]. Then, the finite element approximation of System (29) reads:

DJ(ϕh)[δuh]−
∫
ΓSc
λh ·
(
δuh(X)− δuh(Y )
)
dΓ = 0 ∀ δuh ∈ V h,
−
1
r
∫
ΓSc
C(λh, g, v, nx) · δλ
h dΓ = 0 ∀ δλh ∈W h.
(31)
Note that, excepting the case of Fig. 4(b), System (31) is Lipschitz-continuous with respect
to the pair ϕh, λh and piecewise C1 continuous. This means that it is sufficiently regular to be
solved with a generalized Newton method. The tangent system of (31), which is necessary for the
use of Newton’s algorithm, is provided below. Each Newton step consists in finding ∆λh ∈ W h
and ∆uh ∈ V h as a solution to:

D2J(ϕh)[δuh,∆uh]
−
∫
ΓSc
∆λh ·
(
δuh(X)− δuh(Y )
)
− λh · ∇δuh(Y )DY [∆uh] dΓ
= −DJ(ϕh)[δuh] +
∫
ΓSc
λh ·
(
δuh(X)− δuh(Y )
)
dΓ ∀ δuh ∈ V h,
−
1
r
∫
ΓSc
[
∂λC ∆λ
h + ∂gC Dg[∆u
h] + ∂vC Dv[∆u
h] + ∂nC Dnx[∆u
h]
]
· δλh dΓ
=
1
r
∫
ΓSc
C · δλh dΓ ∀ δλh ∈W h,
(32)
where D2J(ϕh)[δuh,∆uh] is the second directional derivative of J(ϕh), while derivatives Dg[∆uh],
Dnx[∆u
h] and Dy[∆uh] are given respectively by Eqs. (10), (12) and (8). Based on Eq. (24), the
derivative Dv[∆uh] can be evaluated according to:
Dv[δu] =
1
∆t
(δu(X)− δu(Y )− (FY − FY 0)DY +Dg (nx − nx0) + gDnx) , (33)
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or alternatively based on Eq. (25) as:
Dv[δu] =
1
∆t
(FY 0DY −Dg nx0) , (34)
where FY 0 is the deformation gradient at the previous time step, evaluated at point Y . Finally,
all partial derivatives ∂λC, ∂gC, ∂vC and ∂nC of function C are provided in Appendix A.
7 A few implementations details
The here proposed approximation has been implemented in the open-source finite element library
GetFEM++, [19]. In this implementation System (32) can be solved iteratively in the context
of Newton’s algorithm for arbitrary finite element spaces V h and W h. Nevertheless, the numer-
ical examples included in the present paper are limited to different combinations of linear and
quadratic Lagrange finite elements.
With regard to numerical integration, although System (32) involves only surface integrals
defined on the undeformed slave surface, these contain integrands referring to both the slave and
master surfaces. As a consequence, the generally non-matching meshes between the discretized
surfaces in contact pose a significant difficulty for achieving accurate integration. Moreover, the
boundary between the smooth subregions of the non-smooth function C is in general a priori
unknown so that exact evaluation of the corresponding integrals is not possible. For this reason,
an approximate integration has to be considered. All numerical examples presented in the current
paper are based on Legendre-Gauss quadrature on the faces of the mesh elements belonging to
the slave surface. Tests with an increasing number of quadrature points showed that despite
the low regularity of the integrated functions, relatively few quadrature points are sufficient for
achieving reasonable accuracy. In most cases, four quadrature points per edge in two-dimensional
problems and sixteen quadrature points per element face in three-dimensional problems provide
satisfactory results.
Contact detection is performed on each quadrature point independently. As a consequence,
different quadrature points on a single element face of the slave surface, can be associated to
points on different element faces of the master surface. A rather simple heuristic method based
on R-tree organized influence boxes is used for finding candidate master element faces in front
of a particular quadrature point in computational time of logarithmic complexity. For curved
element faces, Newton’s algorithm is used for performing ray-tracing according to Eq. (14) and
the ray-traced point Y is specified in terms of element local coordinates. In order to reduce the
number of candidate target faces, a release distance criterion is applied so that only contact pairs
which are likely to occur within the current load step, are considered. Further details about
the applied heuristic criteria for contact detection are provided in the user documentation of
GetFEM++, [19].
A practical issue related to the proposed method concerns the treatment of the subregion
ΓS \ ΓSc of a predefined slave surface Γ
S , where ray-tracing will not yield a corresponding master
surface point, for instance due to the predefined release distance been exceeded. Without any
special treatment, the contact multiplier within this subregion would become indefinite. In order
to avoid this situation the term
−
1
r
∫
ΓS\ΓSc
λh · δλh dΓ
is added to the second line of System (31) for all quadrature points lying in the aforementioned
subregion ΓS \ ΓSc .
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Finally, it should be noted that the system of linear equations (32) to be solved in each
Newton’s iteration, represents a non-symmetric system with no special structure that would, for
instance, allow an easy elimination of Lagrange multipliers or the usage of specialized efficient
iterative solvers. Nevertheless, the proposed method is applicable to problems of considerable size
by employing a parallelized direct solver, which can efficiently deal with non-symmetric systems
and systems representing saddle-point problems. Our implementation relies on the sparse direct
linear solver MUMPS [2].
8 Numerical examples and discussion
Particularities and performance characteristics of the proposed method are illustrated in this sec-
tion through numerical examples. As a first example, simulation of a two-dimensional Hertzian
contact problem shows the capability of the proposed integral approximation to capture a con-
tact pressure profile of known form. Two further two-dimensional examples are classical problems
found in the large sliding contact literature and aim at giving an impression about the conver-
gence performance of the proposed method. Finally, simulation of contact between two hollow
cylindrical tubes, including self-contact, is presented in order to evaluate the performance of the
method in three dimensions.
All four examples are based on a neo-Hookean material law according to the following strain
energy density function:
W (ϕ) =
G
2
(i1 − 3) +
Λ
4
(i3 − 1)−
(
G
2
+
Λ
4
)
ln(i3) (35)
with i1 and i3 respectively representing the first and the third invariants of the right Cauchy-
Green tensor, defined according to the current notation as FTF. Lame´’s elasticity parameters Λ
and G can be calculated from the corresponding Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio ν values,
provided in each numerical example.
8.1 Hertzian contact
The most important characteristics of enforcing contact complementarity conditions in an inte-
gral sense can be explained on the basis of a Hertzian contact problem. The main particularity,
compared to nodal or element-wise enforcements of contact conditions, actually concerns the
boundary of the contact region. Finite element faces which are intersected by the boundary of
the contact region contribute to both contact and non-contact terms quadrature-point-wise. Con-
sidering frictionless contact for simplicity, quadrature points in the non-contact region contribute
with the term:
−
1
r
λ
N
δλ
N
to the second integral of System (22), while quadrature points within the contact region contribute
to the same integral with the term:
g δλ
N
.
The first of these two terms enforces a vanishing contact pressure outside the contact region,
while the second one enforces a vanishing gap within the contact region. One consequence of this
observation is that the actual solution depends on the augmentation parameter r in the sense
that lower values of r will practically favor the non-negativity of the contact pressure outside
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the contact region while higher values of r will favor the non-penetration condition, when both
conditions cannot be fulfilled at the same time due to the limited accuracy of the chosen finite
element approximation. The fact that classical finite element approximations of the displacement
and contact pressure fields cannot fulfill complementarity conditions with respect to any arbitrary
contact region exactly, is a fundamental limitation which is not specific to the here employed
method.
Fig. 5 shows calculated pressure profiles for frictionless contact between a half-disc of radius
equal to 1 mm and a flat rigid obstacle. The half-disc material parameters corresponding to
Eq. (35) are chosen so that under infinitesimal strains, linearized elasticity with E = 105 MPa
and ν = 0.3 is approximated. The half-disc top side is clamped and lowered vertically in steps
of 0.01 mm. The diagrams shown in the first and second row of Fig. 5 correspond to the 16th
and 18th load step respectively. The knots shown in the diagrams correspond to nodes of the
finite element approximation of the displacements field while the vertical red arrows correspond
to values of the contact multiplier field at quadrature points. Specifically referring to Fig. 5
both displacements and contact multiplier fields are approximated with linear Lagrange elements
and four quadrature points per element face. It should be noted that the illustrated contact
pressure values correspond to the corrected multiplier λ¯ defined in Eq. (30). The dashed blue
line represents the analytically calculated Hertzian pressure profile for the corresponding normal
load obtained in the simulation. It should be noted that the studied problem is not strictly a
Hertzian contact due to the high load resulting to a contact width of considerable size compared
to the disc radius. However, numerical experiments showed that the considered material law (35)
preserves the validity of the Hertzian solution in the finite strain regime quite accurately.
Regarding Fig. 5, a first observation concerns the approximation error being highly dependent
on the load step. A comparison between diagrams a) and b) shows that a linear finite element
approximation of the contact pressure field can capture the expected pressure profile in the 16th
load step quite accurately while it results to a significantly worse approximation in the 18th load
step. Actually the observed approximation error depends on the alignment between discontinuities
of the real field to be approximated and the finite element nodes.
A further observation concerns the anticipated impact of the augmentation parameter r on
the numerical results, confirmed by comparing diagrams c) and d) with a) and b) respectively. It
is clear that the sensitivity of the solution on r increases with increasing incompatibility between
the considered finite element approximation and the approximated solution, like for instance in
cases b) and d).
We remark here that by enforcing contact complementarity conditions in an integral sense, it
is possible for the contact multiplier to become negative not only at individual quadrature points
but also at nodal values of its finite element approximation, as indicated for instance in Fig. 5 d).
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a) b)
c) d)
Figure 5: Calculated contact pressure profiles for vertical loads of 13.8 kN in diagrams (a),(c)
and 16.2 kN in diagrams (b),(d), obtained with r = E for diagrams (a),(b) and r = 100E for
diagrams (c),(d).
Fig. 6 shows results corresponding to the 18th load step obtained with three quadrature points
per element face for the diagrams in the left column and two quadrature points for the ones in
the right column. All results shown in this figure are obtained with the augmentation parameter
r equal to Young’s Modulus E. Diagrams in the first row correspond to linear approximations
for both displacements and contact multiplier fields while the results shown in the middle row
refer to a quadratic approximation of the displacements field only and the diagrams in the last
row refer to a quadratic approximation of both fields. Some aspects revealed by Fig. 6 are the
following:
- The approximation of the pressure profile improves slightly with quadratic finite elements
for the displacements, but improves more significantly when quadratic finite elements are
used also for the contact multiplier.
- As an exception to the previous observation, quadratic approximation of both fields fails to
provide a correct result in the case of only two quadrature points, due to poor numerical
integration.
- For linear approximation of the contact multiplier field, two quadrature points per element
face appear to be sufficient for numerical integration.
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a) b)
c) d)
e) f)
Figure 6: Calculated contact pressure profiles for vertical load of 16.2 kN, obtained with three
and two quadrature points per element face for the left and the right column respectively and for
different combinations of linear and quadratic finite element approximations.
Concluding this numerical example, it appears that the proposed integral enforcement of con-
tact conditions, combined with quadratic finite elements for both the displacements and contact
multiplier fields and using three quadrature points per element faces appears to be very accurate.
Although, for the sake of space, only one load step regarding this preferred setting is shown in
Fig. 6 e), it should be noted that the quality of the approximation is very insensitive to the align-
ment between the approximated pressure profile and the finite element nodes. Actually, the result
shown in Fig. 6 e) for the 18th load step represents one of the worse cases among all calculated
load steps.
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8.2 Loaded elastic half-ring
The second numerical example is one of the contact problems presented in [7] and [25]. It involves
an elastic half-ring consisting of two layers of different elastic properties, which is loaded against
an elastic rectangular block. As in reference [25], both parts are assumed to exhibit neo-Hookean
material behavior with Poisson’s ratio equal to 0.3 and initial Young’s moduli equal to 105 and
103 MPa for the inner and outer ring layers respectively and 300 MPa for the block. The inner
diameter of the half-ring is equal to 90 mm, while the thickness of each ring layer is equal to
5 mm. The block is 260 mm long and 50 mm high and the initial gap between the ring and the
block is equal to 20 mm.
δy = -45
δy = -70
δy = -80
δy = -90
=0 =0.5
Figure 7: Initial and deformed configurations for the elastic half-ring on block problem at different
simulation steps without and with friction.
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Fig. 7 shows the initial geometry and four deformed configurations at different simulation
steps, obtained without and with friction. The coarsest mesh utilized in the calculations consists
of 64 elements along the ring circumference and 1 element across each ring layer thickness, while
the block is discretized through 52 by 10 quadrilateral elements in length and height directions
respectively. During the conducted simulation, the rectangular block is fixed at its bottom edge,
while the ends of the half-ring are horizontally fixed and vertically displaced from -20 mm to
-90 mm in steps of 0.5 mm.
The results shown in Fig. 7 were obtained using 9-node quadrilateral second order finite
elements for approximating the displacements field and a linear approximation for the Lagrange
multiplier representing the contact stress. The outer ring edge was defined as the slave surface
with eight quadrature points per contact element and the top block edge was defined as the
master surface. In accordance with the conclusions of the previous example, an augmentation
parameter value of 300 MPa was chosen, which corresponds to the Young’s modulus of the most
compliant component in the system.
Initially, the loaded half-ring compresses the rectangular block around a central contact spot,
as expected. Beyond some limit though, both in the frictionless case and the case with a friction
coefficient of 0.5, the half-ring starts to fold and its middle point is lifted, resulting to two distinct
contact spots. Fig. 8 shows the vertical displacement of the half-ring middle point during the
simulation. Approximately up to the 50th simulation step, corresponding to the first deformed
configuration in Fig. 7, the tracked middle point moves downwards as the rectangular block is be-
ing compressed. Subsequently, the tracked point is lifted progressively until the 100th simulation
step, which corresponds to the second deformed configuration in Fig. 7. In the period between
the 100th and the 120th simulation step, in absence of friction, the lifting speed of the half-ring
middle point peaks. The ring is folded rapidly, while extensive sliding between the ring and the
block occurs. In the presence of friction with a coefficient of 0.5, sliding between the two parts is
hindered and the tracked middle point appears to move upwards until the end of the simulation
very progressively.
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Figure 8: Vertical displacement of the half-ring middle point for different mesh sizes and finite
element orders.
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Apart from the combination of a second order approximation for the displacements and a first
order approximation for the contact multiplier on the coarse mesh shown in Fig. 7, Fig. 8 also
includes results from two further cases on a refined by a factor of two mesh. The second case
presented in Fig. 8 is based on 4-node linear elements for the discretization of the displacements
field, while the third case maintains the original 9-node quadratic elements for the displacements
on the refined mesh. The first two cases have the same number of degrees of freedom, while the
third case has the double amount of displacement degrees of freedom and is considered here as
the most accurate approximation. A comparison between the first and the third case indicates
that for 9-node second order elements the results obtained with the coarse and the refined mesh
are very similar. On the contrary, refinement of the mesh by a factor of two combined with a
corresponding reduction in the approximation order seems to provide less accurate results.
With respect to the numerical performance of the proposed contact formulation, Figures 9
and 10 show the number of Newton’s iterations that are required in each simulation step, for
reducing the initial 1-norm of the residuals vector by a factor of 108 or more. The two figures
contain results corresponding to the same cases as in Fig 8, with Fig 9 referring to the frictionless
cases and Fig. 10 referring to the cases with friction. It appears that with the refined mesh and
the inclusion of friction, the number of Newton’s iterations increases only slightly. Moreover, the
increased number of Newton’s iterations observed in the period between the 100th and the 120th
simulation step in the frictionless case, is less pronounced in the case with friction, due to the
lack of considerable sliding.
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Figure 9: Number of required Newton’s iterations per load step for different mesh sizes and finite
element orders (frictionless).
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Figure 10: Number of required Newton’s iterations per load step for different mesh sizes and
finite element orders (friction coefficient of 0.5).
Other combinations of finite element orders, different numbers of quadrature points and in-
terchanging slave and master surfaces are further possible options which are omitted here for the
sake of space. It should be noted however, that applying a second order approximation of the
contact multiplier did not result to any significant advantage for this specific example in terms
of accuracy or convergence. Defining the block top edge as the slave surface instead of the ring
outer edge resulted to a slightly improved convergence behavior.
Specifically with respect to numerical integration in this example, an increased number of
quadrature points eliminates occurrences of individual simulation steps exhibiting poor conver-
gence. Alternatively, such occasional convergence issues could have been avoided also by incorpo-
rating a line-search step in the Newton’s solution. However, we preferred to keep the unmodified
Newton’s method employing full steps for the sake of comparability of the presented examples.
8.3 Shallow ironing
The third numerical example to be presented is the so-called shallow ironing problem. An indenter
with a circular arc shaped bottom edge is pressed against a rectangular block and is forced to
slide along the block length. This example can also be found, for instance, in [8] and [11]. Fig. 11
shows the initial and deformed geometry at different phases of the simulation. The contacting
bodies exhibit, like in the previous example, neo-Hookean material behavior with Young’s moduli
equal to 68.96 · 108 and 68.96 · 107 MPa for the indenter and the block respectively and Poisson’s
ratio of 0.32 for both parts. The considered two-dimensional system is solved under the plane
strain assumption.
Although the performed simulation is quasi-static, load steps are defined as a function of time
for the sake of presentation of the results. From 0 to 1 second, the indenter is moved vertically
towards the block by a total amount of 1 mm in 10 equal steps. From 1 to 2 seconds, the indenter
is displaced horizontally by a total distance of 10 mm in 500 equal steps.
Fig. 12 shows the evolution of the total horizontal and vertical force components between the
contacting bodies during the simulated period. Results, both for the frictionless case and for a
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friction coefficient of 0.3, are included for comparison. The results presented in Figures 11 and 12
are based on a quadratic finite element approximation of the displacements field with 9-node
quadrilateral elements and a linear approximation of the contact stress. Four quadrature points
per segment are used for numerical integration on the indenter bottom edge which is defined as
the slave surface.
t=0
t=1
t=1.5
t=2
r=0.75
1.20.2
0.2
12
4
Figure 11: Initial and deformed configurations for the shallow ironing example with friction.
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Figure 12: Calculated vertical and horizontal contact forces for the shallow ironing example with
and without friction.
Regarding the case with friction, the curves shown in Fig. 12 exhibit the characteristic form
found in previously published results [8, 11]. Nevertheless, there are important quantitative
differences. The vertical force in Fig. 12 is slightly lower than in [8] and significantly lower than
in [11], while the reported horizontal force is significantly lower compared to both aforementioned
references. At time 1.5 s for instance, the ratio between the horizontal and vertical force can be
estimated as 0.53, based on the results reported in [8] and 0.39 according to reference [11], while
Fig. 12 corresponds to a ratio of only 0.304. A similar ratio of 0.302 could be obtained by
solving this example with the commercial finite element software Ansysr. Despite the observed
discrepancies, the here presented results appear to be plausible. Fig. 13 illustrates the calculated
contact stresses field at time 1.5 s. The contact stress distribution is according to common
understanding of the system mechanics and the angle between the stress vectors and the surface
normals appears to be very close to the friction angle of 16.7◦ corresponding to the given coefficient
of friction of 0.3. Moreover, for the frictionless case reported in Fig. 12, a zero horizontal force is
predicted for the symmetric position at 1.5 s, correctly.
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Figure 13: Calculated deformations and contact stresses at time 1.5 s.
Results similar to those presented in Fig. 12 were obtained also with a finer mesh, different
finite element approximations and different numbers of quadrature points. The average number
of required Newton’s iterations per load step in the period from 1 to 2 seconds remained, in all
cases, approximately constant. Table 2 summarizes the average number of Newton’s iterations
per load step for different cases without and with friction. The first row of each table corresponds
to one of the cases presented in Fig. 12 while each further row contains the parameters that
differentiate every individual case from the first row.
In general, all reported cases deliver comparable convergence performance. The averagely
required Newton’s iterations per load step vary in the frictionless cases from 4.3 to 5.1, while in
the cases with friction, 4.7 to 6.6 iterations are required in average. However, the accuracy of
the result may depend significantly on the specific choice of solution parameters. As an example,
Fig. 14 compares the contact forces calculated with three and four quadrature points per segment,
for the case with friction and quadratic approximation of the displacements field. The solution
with only three quadrature points per segment exhibits more pronounced oscillations of the
calculated force, with wavelength equal to the mesh size. Nevertheless, the observed oscillations
even with only three quadrature points are still relatively small, compared to similar results
presented in [8] and [11].
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Table 2: Average number of Newton’s iterations from 1 to 2 seconds for different cases.
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Figure 14: Calculated vertical and horizontal contact forces for the shallow ironing example with
different numbers of quadrature points.
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8.4 Crossed tubes
The last numerical example refers to the contact between two crossed hollow cylinders. Each of
these tubes has an outer diameter of 24 mm, wall thickness equal to 0.8 mm and length equal to
100 mm. Neo-Hookean material behavior is assumed for both tubes, with material parameters
corresponding to Poisson’s ratio equal to 0.3 as well as Young’s moduli of 105 MPa for the lower
tube and 104 MPa for the upper one.
The lower tube, oriented with its axis parallel to the z direction, and the upper tube, with its
axis parallel to the x direction, are forced into contact through Dirichlet conditions applied on
their free ends. Relatively to their initial configuration shown in Fig. 15, the ends of the lower
tube remain fixed while the upper tube is displaced vertically. In a preliminary step, the upper
tube is lowered by 20 mm, corresponding to the initial gap between the tubes while in 80 further
equal size steps, the ends of the upper tube are lowered by further 40 mm.
Figure 15: Geometry and mesh of the crossed tubes in their initial configuration.
Due to symmetric geometry and boundary conditions it is sufficient to model only one quarter
of the considered structure. The actually modeled portion of each tube is identified in Fig. 15 in
green color and is discretized with 16 by 24 by 2 three-dimensional elements in the length, circum-
ferential and radial directions respectively. Fig. 16 shows the calculated deformed configurations
for the 40th, 60th and 80th load steps. The presented solution is based on an approximation of
the geometry and the displacements field with incomplete quadratic 20-node hexahedral elements.
For the contact condition between the two tubes, the outer surface of the lower tube is considered
as the slave surface. For the self-contact condition in the interior of the upper tube, its internal
surface is considered as both slave and master surface at the same time. The contact stresses
are approximated through linear elements on each of the slave surfaces, corresponding to faces
of 8-node hexahedral elements. Numerical integration of contact terms is carried out based on
sixteen quadrature points per element face.
The results presented in Fig. 16 correspond to frictionless contact conditions while Fig. 17,
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shows the required Newton’s iterations for the frictionless case as well as for a friction coefficient of
0.3. Despite the lack of stabilization for dealing with a possible violation of the inf-sup condition
related to the self-contact in the interior of the upper tube, Newton’s algorithm converges in
general fast. Only exception is the 62nd load step, which actually corresponds to the onset of self
contact in the interior of the upper tube. It is expected that applying an appropriate stabilization
technique would help in achieving a good convergence at this single point as well.
Figure 16: Deformed configurations of the crossed tubes in contact at 20, 30 and 40 mm of
relative displacement between the tubes (top, middle and bottom respectively).
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Figure 17: Number of required Newton’s iterations per load step without and with friction.
9 Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have presented an integral approximation of frictional contact between de-
formable bodies under finite deformations and large sliding. The distinguishing characteristic of
the proposed formulation is that it enforces complementarity conditions in a weak sense. As a
consequence, it does not require contact and non-contact or slip and stick regions to be defined
through active and inactive sets of finite element nodes, leading to the following two advantages:
• Reduced oscillations arising from finite element nodes entering the contact region and shift-
ing between stick and slip regions. Moreover, as shown in the shallow ironing example, such
oscillations vanish with increasing number of quadrature points.
• Although the numerical examples shown here do not cover such cases, the proposed method
is directly applicable to non-Lagrange finite element approximations, such as isogeometric
or enriched elements.
Another important characteristic of the proposed formulation is the definition of the contact
normal direction according to the slave surface. Although this choice is very common in mortar
contact formulations, here it has been justified through a comprehensive comparison with the
classical projection strategy. In order to clearly identify the two possible options of defining
the contact normal either according to the master or the slave surface, the term “ray-tracing”
has been introduced for describing the gap definition in the latter case as the counterpart of
the classical term “projection” referring to the first case. We hope that introduction of the term
“ray-tracing” will allow to distinguish between the two aforementioned options in the future more
clearly and to evaluate their comparative advantages and disadvantages purposefully.
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In total, combining an integral enforcement of a non-smooth complementarity equation with
the ray-tracing strategy has resulted to: 1) a system Lagrangian function of enhanced regularity
with respect to the deformation, 2) a relatively simple tangent system and 3) compatibility with
non-Lagrange finite element approximations. The simplicity of the formulation consists in the
tangent system not depending on the curvature of the contact surfaces and geometry corners not
requiring any special treatment.
The presented two-dimensional examples have revealed some practical aspects and demon-
strated the robustness of the proposed formulation. The Hertzian contact example showed the
importance of choosing an augmentation parameter close to the elasticity modulus of the contact-
ing bodies. Moreover, it showed a very good approximation of the pressure profile when quadratic
elements are used both for the displacements and the contact stress fields. Nevertheless, this com-
bination of second order elements requires that numerical integration is performed with at least
three quadrature points per contact element. The elastic half-ring and shallow ironing examples
showed that the proposed method required a relatively low number of Newton’s iterations, even
for problems with a considerable amount of sliding per load step. In general, four to five Newton’s
iterations per load step were sufficient in the frictionless case, while five to six iterations were
typically required in the presence of friction. Moreover, refining the mesh appears to affect the
number of required Newton’s iterations only slightly. It should be noted that eight quadrature
points per contact element ensured good convergence in the elastic half-ring example, while only
four quadrature points per contact element were sufficient in the shallow ironing example for
achieving satisfactory results both in terms of accuracy and convergence.
The example of contact between two crossed tubes has demonstrated a comparable perfor-
mance in three dimensions like in the two-dimensional examples. In general, four to six Newton’s
iterations per load step were required for the case without friction, while the case with friction
required slightly more iterations averagely. The crossed tubes example also included a self-contact
situation, where both sides of the contact interface are slave and master surfaces at the same time.
Despite the lack of any special treatment for this situation which violates the inf-sup condition
between the contact stress and displacements approximations, this numerical experiment indi-
cated poor convergence only during a single load step corresponding to the onset of self-contact.
Extending the proposed formulation through an appropriate stabilization technique for dealing
with violation of the inf-sup condition is reserved for future work.
Appendix A: Partial derivatives of C(λ, g, v, n)
Making use of the Heaviside function, defined as:
H(x) =
{
0, for x < 0
1, for x ≥ 0 ,
partial derivatives of quantity τ = F [λ · n+ r g]− can be expressed as:
∂λτ = −H(−λ · n− r g) F n ,
∂gτ = −H(−λ · n− r g) F r ,
∂nτ = −H(−λ · n− r g) F Tn λ .
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Moreover, writing q
T
= Tn q for simplicity, partial derivatives of projection PB(n,τ)(q) can be
expressed as:
∂qPB(n,τ)(q) =


0 for τ ≤ 0
Tn for ‖qT ‖ ≤ τ
τ
‖q
T
‖
(
Tn −
q
T
‖q
T
‖
⊗
q
T
‖q
T
‖
)
otherwise
∂τPB(n,τ)(q) =
{
0 for τ ≤ 0 or ‖q
T
‖ ≤ τ
q
T
‖q
T
‖
otherwise
∂nPB(n,τ)(q) =


0 for τ ≤ 0
−q · n Tn − n⊗ qT for ‖qT ‖ ≤ τ
−
τ
‖q
T
‖
(
q · n
(
Tn −
q
T
‖q
T
‖
⊗
q
T
‖q
T
‖
)
+ n⊗ q
T
)
otherwise.
Finally, the partial derivatives of function C can be calculated as:
∂λC(λ, g, v, n) = I− ∂qPB(n,τ) − ∂τPB(n,τ) ⊗ ∂λτ −H(−λ · n− r g) n⊗ n ,
∂gC(λ, g, v, n) = −∂τPB(n,τ) ∂gτ −H(−λ · n− r g) r n ,
∂nC(λ, g, v, n) = −∂nPB(n,τ) − ∂τPB(n,τ) ⊗ ∂nτ
−H(−λ · n− r g) (n⊗ λ− (2 λ · n+ r g) n⊗ n+ (λ · n+ r g) I) ,
∂vC(λ, g, v, n) = r ∂qPB(n,τ) ,
where the argument q = λ − r v of the projection PB(n,τ)(q), found in the definition of C, is
omitted in the presentation of the partial derivatives of C for the sake of brevity.
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